
German-language films & series on Netflix 

 

Age 

limit 

Genre Title Synopsis 

U Cartoon/Film Trick or Treaters  

(Die 3 Räuber) 

Cartoon about some thieves who are won 

over by a young, orphan girl. 

PG Reality TV Wer kann, der kann 

(Nailed it! Germany) 

German spin-off of Netflix’s hilarious pastry 

disaster show. Savour the lighthearted 

Schadenfreude of witnessing untalented home 

chefs compete for cash with their epic baking 

fails. Lots of Umgangssprache (slang). 

12 Documentary Pedal the World In 2013, Felix Starck spent a year traveling 

11,185 miles across 22 countries on four 

continents by bike. “Pedal the World” is the 

documentary film about that year and all the 

amazing—and sometimes tricky—experiences 

he had. In addition to the physical demands of 

such a feat, Felix films it all himself.  

12 Film Bibi und Tina Series based on the adventure of a teenage 

witch called Bibi and her best friend Tina. 

12 Drama/History Charité At Berlin’s Charité hospital in 1888, young 

nurse Ida finds romance, a path to her dream 

job in medicine, and an inside look into the 

cures for tuberculosis and diphtheria. 

12 Film, History Sarajevo The events in Sarajevo in 1914 leading to the 

start of the First World War are the backdrop 

for this thriller. 

15 Comedy, 

Romance, Film 

Isi and Ossi To realise their culinary and boxing dreams, 

the daughter of a billionaire forms a mutually 

beneficial alliance with the son of a struggling 

single mum. 

15 Comedy, Film 3 Turken und ein Baby This hilarious comedy film follows three 

brothers whose lives get turned upside down 

when one brother has to care for the baby of 

an ex-girlfriend after she gets hospitalized. 

Starring prolific actor Kostja Ullmann and 

German rapper Eko Fresh, the three brothers 

must put aside their own problems —stemming 

from bad financial choices, bad luck and 

Ullmann’s character’s womanizing—to care for 

something other than themselves. 

 

You can watch many English-language films and series with German audio too! Open Netflix in a 

web browser, scroll down to Audio and subtitles at the bottom and select audio, German – you 

can sort them by A-Z. They should all have English subtitles! 


